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Abstract 

Undergraduate translation students usually receive training in translating texts of 

different disciplines such as sciences, law, business, literal, financial, medical, 

media, etc.  Legal texts form a problematic area for EFL undergraduate translation 

students. This study aimed at investigating the difficulties EFL Translation 
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students face in translating legal texts into Arabic. The participants of the study 

were 35 undergraduate translation students at Al Buraimi University College in 

Oman who were selected purposefully. The primary tool of the study was a 

translation test consisted of a UN text which was submitted to students to detect 

the difficulties they encounter in translating legal texts. The researcher examined 

the students' translations who were allowed to use all possible references to help 

them to handle with the text in classroom.  The findings of the study revealed that 

translation students face major difficulties in translating legal texts into Arabic. 

These difficulties can be classified as: Problems in the layout of the text, tenor 

problems, lexical problems,and collocation problems. The researcher attributes the 

results of the study to the specificity of the translation of legal texts which requires 

high linguistic and pragmatic competence and professionalism in the field from the 

part of the translator. 
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 الملخص

 لأرتلىىى  فىىىل النصىىى   تطجمىىى  تىىىسضيعلاعل  عىىىاز  فىىىل المط لىىى  ال الأولىىى  ا  لىىى  التطجمىىى  طىىى   يتلقىىى 

 ا ز   الماللىىىىى   السىىىىىلإ   ،ىىىىىا   ا ع    لىىىىىد    ازاض  ا عمىىىىىا   القىىىىىا    الولىىىىى   لأثىىىىى  الم ىىىىىا  

الترىىىىط    لأاقعىىىى  لأط لىىىى  فىىىىل التحطيطيىىىى  التطجمىىىى  لسىىىى    شىىىى الللا لأ ىىىىا ل  القا   لىىىى  النصىىىى    تشىىى   

فىىىل المط لىىى  ال الأولىىى   التطجمىىى  طىىى   ي اجههىىىا التىىىل الصىىىو  ا  لأىىى  التحقىىى   لىىى  السضا،ىىى  هىىىص  هىىىسف 

فىىىل تطجمىىى  النصىىى   القا   ل  لعاللةىىى  الوط لىىى    شىىىمل  علنىىى  السضا،ىىى  ذمىىى      ىىى   طالعىىىا  ا  لىىى 

فىىىل ةللىىى  العطيمىىىل ال الأولىىى  فىىىل ،ىىىلسن  عمىىىا   الىىىصي  تىىىا اذتلىىىاضها  شىىى   هاز   ةا ىىى  ا زا  الط ل ىىىل  

للسضا،ىىى  اذتعىىىاض تطجمىىى  يت ىىى   لأىىى   ىىىل قىىىا   ل ةىىىازض عىىى  ال مولىىى  الوالأىىى  ل لأىىىا المتحىىىس   الىىىص  تىىىا 

تقسيمىىىل للسىىى   لتطجمتىىىل الىىى  اللةىىى  الوط لىىى    قىىىس فحىىىل العا ىىىم تطجمىىىا  السىىى   الىىىصي  ،ىىىم  لهىىىا 

 ا،ىىىترسا  ةىىى  المطاجىىى  المم نىىى  لم ىىىاعستها علىىى  التوالأىىى  لأىىى  الىىىنل  ةشىىى    تىىىا   السضا،ىىى     طىىى   

التطجمىىى  ي اجهىىى   ةىىىو  ا  عىىىس  فىىىل تطجمىىى  النصىىى   القا   لىىى  الىىى  اللةىىى  الوط لىىى   تىىىا تصىىىنل ها 

لآتل>  لأشىىىاة  فىىىل ترسىىىلظ الىىىنل المتىىىطجا  لأشىىىاة  فىىىل فحىىى ش الىىىنل  لأشىىىاة  لأو ملىىى    لأشىىىاة  ةىىىال
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فىىىل المت ظلأىىىا  الل يلىىى    يوىىىع  العا ىىىم  تىىىا   السضا،ىىى  الىىى  ذص ةىىىل  تطجمىىى  النصىىى   القا   لىىى  

التىىل تتسلىىلإ لأىى  المتىىطجا ال  ىىا   اللة يىى   العطاجماتلىى   المهنلىى  الواللىى  فىىل الم ىىا  لأىى  جا ىىلإ المتىىطجا 

                                                                                                                   

 ال لما  الم تا ل > الصو  ا   طلع  اللة  ا   للعي  ةلة   جنعل   تطجم    النص   القا   ل 
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students face in translating legal texts into Arabic. The participants of the study 

were 35 undergraduate translation students at Al Buraimi University College in 

Oman who were selected purposefully. The primary tool of the study was a 

translation test consisted of a UN text which was submitted to students to detect 

the difficulties they encounter in translating legal texts. The researcher examined 

the students' translations who were allowed to use all possible references to help 

them to handle with the text in classroom.  The findings of the study revealed that 

translation students face major difficulties in translating legal texts into Arabic. 

These difficulties can be classified as: Problems in the layout of the text, tenor 

problems, lexical problems,and collocation problems. The researcher attributes the 

results of the study to the specificity of the translation of legal texts which requires 

high linguistic and pragmatic competence and professionalism in the field from the 

part of the translator. 

Key Words: Difficulties, EFL Translation Students, Translating legal texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Legal texts constitute a problematic area for EFL translation students. Translators 

should possess the required mastery of the linguistic systems of English and Arabic 

as well as the pragmatic competence. Legal texts are rather problematic and 

difficult to translate. In translating legal texts from English into Arabic, a translator 

usually meets some difficulties that are usually hard to overcome. Therefore, it is 

necessary to tackle these difficulties in order to deal with them. Each discipline in 

translation has its own jargon and vocabulary that the translator should be 

acquainted with. Cao (2007, p.10)defines legal translation as “therendering of legal 

texts from the SL into the TL”. Schwarz (1977, p. 21) expresses the notion of 
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equivalence and attempts to bring in somelegal consideration, e.g. legal 

relevance.Newmark (1981, p.47) sees legal translation as a special case 

withtremendous limitations: “Legal documents require a special type oftranslation, 

basically because the translator is more restricted thanin any other form.” Obenaus 

(1995, p.249) stresses the link betweenlaw and culture and states that legal 

documents are “pregnantwith it” (i.e. with culture). White(1990, p.252) states that 

we "can't experience the original from culture. It is read by one 

individual,translated by one elseof us spa".Rotman (1995-1996) indicates that legal 

translation requires precision and certainty. Yet, it uses abstractions whose 

meanings are derived from particular changing cultural and social contexts. 

 Such contexts include a certain degree of ambiguity, which increases whenthe 

legal cultures and systems are vastly different from eachother.Šarčević (1997, p.5) 

claims that “a theory for thetranslation of legal texts must take account of legal 

considerations”,while “it cannot disregard basic issues of translation theory”. She 

alsorefers to the significance of pragmatic considerations in legaltranslation in 

deciding on an appropriate translation strategy. 

 

Translators of legal texts come across many difficulties since the legal texts are 

characterized by their specific system.One of the importanthindrancesthat 

translators come across with is translation of legal terminology. The translation of 

legal texts requires expertise in the terms and vocabulary related to the field as well 

as a mastery of both languages English and Arabic.Crystal and Davy( 1969) view 

that legal translation as a type of technical translation which is characterized by 

specific features. They classified those features as: layout in which much attention 

is paid to the parts of the documents which are essential to meaning. Second 

feature is the grammatical characteristics related to the constructions and the 

careful interplay between precise and flexible terminology in vocabulary.Last, the 

legal register's preservation at all levels of forms.Newmark (1982, p.47) sees that 

there is a difference between the translation of legal documents for information 

purposes and those which are “concurrently valid in the TL [target language] 

community.” Concerning “foreign laws, wills, and convincing” translated for 

information purpose only. He added that literal or semantic translation, as he 

referred to it, is necessary. On the other hand, He emphasized that “the formal 

register of the TL must be respected in dealing with documents that are to be 

concurrently valid in the TL community.” According to him, these types of 

translations require the communicative approach that is target language-oriented. 

In this regard, he recognized that the status of a legal text is instrumental in 

determining its use in practice.Halliday(1978) argues that register can be specified 

in terms of field, mode, and tenor.Its form represented by syntax, layout, and tenor. 
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Accordingly, the translation of legal texts requires expertise in the related field 

along with the language competence. This expertise includes knowledge of both 

content and form. Lack of content and form knowledge would, in turn, results in 

poor translationlack of professionalism and precision. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Farghal and Shunnaq(1992) conducted a study in which they aimed at investigating 

the problems postgraduate translation students encounter in translating legal texts. 

They submitted a UN text to 13 MA translation students at Yarmouk 

University.The researchers ended with three main problematic areas that the 

examinees faced: syntax, tenor, and layout. The researchers concluded that Arab 

translation students face problems when they translate legal texts when it comes to 

handling syntactic discontinuity in the translated material. Also, the researchers 

noted that most of the examinees were not aware of the layout features of the text 

in addition to the tenor problems in their lexical choice. Based on thesefindings, 

the researchers recommended translation training programs for the students to 

make students aware of the main characteristics of the legal texts. 

 Abu-Ghazal (1996) conducted a study in which he sought to define the linguistic 

and translation problems translators come across in general and EFL MA students 

in particular. To do so, he analyzed graduate students' translations at Yarmouk 

University of a number of UN resolutions. The researcher outlined a number of 

syntactic and semantic difficulties in legal translation from English into Arabic. He 

concluded that students should achieve intensive training in legal translation field 

before practicing it as a career. 

Mohammad, Alawi and Fakhouri(2009) aimed at demonstrating the significance of 

functional and pragmatic aspects in legal translation. They asked three professional 

translators to translate a real-state contract.  The researchers indicated that the most 

noticed area of difficulty students came across is their unfamiliarity with the 

characteristic features of the vocabulary in the legal field.  

Mohammad,Alawi, and Fakhouri (2010) conducted a study in which they aimed to 

explore the significance of functional and pragmatic features in legal translation. 

They sought to explore the relevance of Vermeer's Skopos theory to the translation 

of contracts through a small pilot study. To do so, the researchers submitted a Real 

State contracts to be translated by three professional translators. Also, they 

assigned a group of graduate translation students to translate and professional 

translators were assigned to translate a "power of attorney" legal text from English 

into Arabic. The findings of the study revealed that the major problematic area 

translators came across is their unfamiliarity with  the characteristic features of 

contracts and the difficulty of rendering them into another language.  
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AlShehab(2013) aimed at examining the translatability of Google Translation (GT) 

for a test of six English legal articles or sentences into Arabic. These articles were 

entered into Google to be translated into Arabic. Qualitative analysis investigated 

the translatability of GT for sentences compared to human translation. The analysis 

of Google translation showed that translation for English legal sentences into 

Arabic is good with the level of partial equivalent. It poses a number of problems 

in translating the archaic English terms, in dealing with passive voice, and, as 

previously mentioned, in translating the modal shall. Although GT performance is 

never likely to reach the level of professionals, it can provide a quick translation 

for English-Arabic languages. In light of the findings, the researcher set up a 

number of recommendations for further research. 

 

Faris and Shahu(2013) studied EFL Iraqi students' difficulties in translating legal 

collocations into Arabic.Their study focused on the committed errors by translation 

students. To do so, they submitted 15 sentences including collocations to be 

translated by 20 fourth year college students.  They submitted a test that constitutes 

15 sentences which contain legal collocations. The results of the study revealed 

that 70% of students come across difficulties when translating the collocations 

from English into Arabic. These difficulties can be classified into three major 

areas: overgeneralization, the variability of collocations, and the cultural-based 

idiomatic collocations. The researchers attributed the students' committed errors in 

translation to the existing cultural differences between the two languages and the 

failure of the students to provide the equivalent collocation. 

 El-Farahaty (2016) conducted a study in which he investigated the legal 

difficulties in translating legal texts between English and Arabic and the 

procedures that should be followed by EFL translators in their translation. He 

investigated a number of legal texts. He found that the areas are observed in the 

different used terms in the two languages.  

Al Buwaheid, Hamza,Hajimmaming, and AlKhawaja(2017) conducted a study that 

investigated the use of collocations in contract agreement and their process of 

translation by students from Arabic into English. For this purpose, the researchers 

submitted a test to 35 translation students with collocations to be translated by 35 

EFL Iraqi undergraduate translator-students to identify the areas of weaknesses and 

strengths in their translation. The findings of the study indicatedthat these students 

had significant problems in translating legal collocations since they lack the 

linguistic and pragmatic knowledge and awareness the translators need to meet the 

legal meaning and effect of the translated texts. The study, also, revealed that 

students are not able to differentiate among the three types of legal collocations, 

purely technical, semi-technical, and everyday vocabulary collocations. Bases on 

these results,the researchers recommended more legal translation practices to 
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achieve the required level of experience in practicing legal translation that prepare 

them to the job market. 

3. Methodology 

The study in hand is a descriptive one which aims at investigating the main 

difficulties EFL translation students encounter in translating legal texts at 

AlBuraimi University College in Oman. The participants of the study who were 

selected purposefully are 35 undergraduate translation students at AlBuraimi 

University College in Oman enrolled in the translation program for the academic 

year 2016/2017 and who passed at least 6 semesters in the translation program. 

The primary tool used in this qualitative research is a translation test of UN legal 

document (see appendix A). They were allowed to use multiple references in 

translating the text. 

4. Results 

After examining the students' translation versions, it has been noticed that the 

problematic areas students face in translating the text are fallen into four 

categories: lay-out problems, tenor problems, lexical and,collocation problems. 

Below is a discussion of each problem supported by illustrations of the students' 

translation of the UN text followed by the appropriate translation . 

4.1 Layout 

Layout of the text refers to the plan or the sketch of the text physical appearance. 

This includes indentation, paragraphing,graphiticchoices; underlining and bold 

typing. It is concerned withthe process related to the choice of text characters, font, 

and page specification features in thelines of the page in the suitable way that suits 

the type of text dealing with.Graphitic is a branch of linguistics related to the 

properties of shapes used in writing. Indentation is concerned with formatting the 

paragraphs in the text using the suitable distances and blank space to separate a 

paragraph from the right or left margins.  

In translating legal documents, the layout features are of great importance because 

they have significant functions in translation. Thus their misuse in translating the 

text might affect fundamental issues in the texts which, in turn, results in poor 

translation. Features of layout are used in English and they carry on functions for 

their use. Arabic, on the other hand has no such features that affect the quality or 

the core of the translated texts. In English, we use capitalization to write the proper 

names, names of institutions, organizations, people, and places, but Arabic has no 

capitalization features. English uses bold typing to illustrate the subject matter. 

Although this can't be achieved in Arabic handwriting, we normally underline the 

subject matter in bold to emphasize its importance the thing that all students failed 

to achieve. Consider the following illustration: 

 The General Assembly, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writing
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Having considered the recommendation of the economic and Social Council 

contained in its resolution 1861(56) of 16 May 1974, 

Expressing its deep concern over the suffering of women and children belonging to 

the civilian population who in period of emergency and armed conflict in the 

struggle for peace,… 

 

 ا  ال مول  الوالأ  

 8المؤضخ فل  1:81 قس  يط  فل ت ةل  الم ل  ا قتصاز   ا جتماعل ال اضز  فل قطاضها ضقا  

   1974 ياض

  ا ط ا  الصي  ينتم   ال  ال  ا  المس لل  الصي  غالعا لأا   اش توط  ع   الغ قلقها اظا  لأوا ا  الن ا 

 ي      ضحايا اعما  غلط ا  ا ل  فل  ا   الس اضئ    الصطاع الم ل  فل ال  اح لأ  اج  ال        

 

Looking at the above translation, we notice that the translator failed to emphasize 

the subject matter The General Assembly and Having considered. All students 

translated the text without paying attention to italics expressions in it. These items 

are italicized in the legal text to emphasize their important, yet none of the students 

used underlining to emphasize their importance. 

Another existing layout feature that affects the translation of a text is the use of 

punctuation. The text submitted to students, for example is a one single long 

sentence with only one full stop at the end of it. Splitting up this long sentence into 

many sentences in rendering the text into the target language affects the linguistic 

information and the coherence of the target text. Many students faced a problem in 

rendering the single sentence keeping the layout without splitting it into a number 

of sentences, and they didn't even pay attention to the importance of this matter and 

its effect on the receiver. 

To illustrate the point, consider the following examples which illustrate the 

erroneous rendering by most of the students: 

The General Assembly, 

Having considered the recommendation of the economic and Social Council 

contained in its resolution 1861(56) of 16 May 1974, 

 

Expressing its deep concern over the suffering of women and children belonging to 

the civilian population who in period of emergency and armed conflict in the 

struggle for peace… 

 

 68(1:81ال مول  الوالأ   قس  يط  فل ت ةل  الم ل  ا قتصاز   ا جتماعل ال اضز  فل قطاضها ضقا)

   1974 ياض 8المؤضخ فل 

 اش توط  ع   الغ قلقها اظا  لأوا ا  الن ا    ا ط ا  الصي  ينتم   ال  ال  ا  المس لل  الصي  غالعا لأا 

 ي      ضحايا اعما  غلط ا  ا ل  فل  ا   الس اضئ    الصطاع الم ل  فل ال  اح لأ  اج  ال        
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Considering the above illustration, we notice that the examineesplit the long 

sentence into many sentences in the target language, the matter that affected the 

cohesion as well as the coherence of the text. Since students are unaware of this 

important feature, 25 out of 35 used many full stops in their translations splitting 

up the texts into many separate sentences and paragraphs ending with a full stop. 

This in turn, interrupts the structural and the semantic flow of the text. They 

replaced the comma by a full stop which affected the flow and the cohesion of the 

text.  

Another point to be considered here is that the majority of students failed to 

emphasize the subject matter in the text .As we know English depends on the bold 

typing and italicization to emphasize the subject matter. None of the students 

realizes the importance of this emphasis in the translated text. In Arabic, we 

normally emphasize the subject matter by underlying it in the text since Arabic 

doesn't follow such system of italicization or capitalization. None of the students 

recognizes the italics expressions in the source text and the rendered them as 

normal ones without underlying. This in turn, affects the text. 

 

Observe the appropriate rendering of the above text: 

 

 ا  ال مول  الوالأ  

( فل لأاي  68)1:81فل قطاض الم ل  ا قتصاز   ا جتماعل المنص   عللل فل قطاضها ضقا   قس  يط 

  91;1لوا  

اظا  لأوا ا  الن ا   ا ط ا  الصي  ينتم   ال  الم تم  المس ل  الصي  يصاضع    اش ي ا ضها القل  الشسيس 

 فل  ا   الس اضئ  النعاعا  الم لح  لأ   ج  ال       

 

Considering the above translation, we notice that it preserves all the layout 

features; punctuation, indentation, and italics which is the layout equivalence in the 

target text. Hence, when students translate a legal document from English into 

Arabic, they are not aware of the importance of this feature to the flow and 

smoothness of the text, which might lead to poor, incomprehensible version in 

translation of the legal text which normally requires high quality, competence and 

professionalism from the part of the translators. 

 

4.2 Tenor 

Tenor is one of the three aspects relevant to defining register. The other two 

aspects are field and mode. (Halliday 1989, p.44)sees register as the specific 

lexical and grammatical choices made by speakers depending on the situational 

context, the participants of a conversation and the function of the language in the 

discourse. Thus, it is concerned with the degree of formality of language.There are 

three aspects of the context which are known as field, tenor and mode. Field refers 
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to the subject matter or content of the text in hand.. Mode is defined as the channel 

(such as writing, or video-conference) of the communication between the producer 

and the recipient of the text. This channel might be writing, audio, or video. 

In linguistics, register can be defined in terms of a number of factors; these factors 

include context, social occasion, the purpose, and the audience.  The 

termregister can also refer to degrees of formality in language.Halliday‟s 

description of register as „a variety of language, corresponding to a variety of 

situation‟, with situation interpreted „by means of a conceptual framework using 

the terms “field”, “tenor” and “mode”‟ (Halliday, 1985/89: 29, 38). He sees 

register as a semantic phenomenon in the sense that „register is the clustering of 

semantic features according to situation type‟ (Halliday, 1978,pp. 68, 111, 123) 

 

Haliday and Hasan(1985, p.29) indicate that tenor is one of the three aspects 

defining register.They indicated that the term tenor refers to the relation between 

the text producer and receiver at the level of formality viz colloquial, standard, 

formal, highly formal, etc. Legal texts are characterized by their formal styles at 

the linguistic level in both English and Arabic. Tenor thus is related to the lexical 

choice. This formality is related to all word classes; verbs, adjectives, nouns, etc. 

Holliday's defines the term tenor as „the cluster of socially meaningful participant 

relationships, both permanent attributes and relationships that are specific to the 

situation, including the speech roles‟ (Halliday, 1978, p. 143) 

 

In translating the legal text by students and after having a look at their translations, 

we consider the following examples of the students' versions to illustrate the 

problem in lexical choice for highly formal terms. 

 

 

 

SL TL 

Expressing its deep 

concern 

Aware of the suffering 

Deeply concerned 

Deploring the fact 

Recalling 

In emergency 

 

 

 توعط ع  قلقها

 اش تول 

 الموا ا 

  هل تهتا

 اش تأ،  

 للحقلق 

  اش تشلط

فل  ا   الس اضئ              
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Tabl1 1: Frequencies and Percentages of the Students’ Translations according 

to their case: Appropriate/Inappropriate in Light of Tenor. 

SL Appropriat

e 

Translatio

n 

Percentage

s of 

Appropriat

e 

Inappropriat

e 

Translation 

Percentages 

of 

Inappropriat

e 

Translation 

Totalin 

percentag

e 

Expressin

g its deep 

concern 

 15  25 28.6 100% 

Aware of 

the 

suffering 

15 57.1% 20 42.9% 100% 

Deeply 

concerne

d 

10 28.5% 25 71.5% 100% 

Deploring 

the fact 

15 57.1% 20 42.9% 100% 

Recalling 15 28.5% 25 71.5% 100% 
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In 

emergenc

y 

26 74.2% 9 25.26% 100% 

 

Considering the above illustrations, the majority of students rendered the above 

highly formal legal terms with less formal ones in Arabic, the matter which affect 

the formality standard characterizing the legal English text. 25 students out of 35 

rendered the highly formal expression Expressing its deep concern with less formal 

ones توعط ع  قلقها/ تقل / تشوط  القل. Also, 20 students out of 35 rendered the highly 

formed expression aware of the suffering with less formal verb. Also, 22 of the 

students rendered the formal expression aware of thesufferings  تول الموا ا / توط

 اش تا، /  اش تشوط As for the item deploring the fact, 20 students rendered it as.الموا ا /

 As for the item اش تشلط   As for the item recalling, 25 students rendered it as.  ا ، 

in emergency, 26 students translated it as  فل  ال  الس اضئ.students.In rendering the 

expression deeply concerned, 25 of the translators opt to translate it as  تهتا  شس. For 

the expression Deploring the fact, 23 of them translated it into  تأ،  للحقلق.This 

highly formal expression should be translated as اش توط  ع  ا،تلا ها . 

Consider the following highly formal translation of the above expressions 

respectively: 

 

TL SL 

 Expressing its deep ي ا ضها القل  الشسيس  اش

concern 
 

 Aware of the suffering  اش تسضك الموا ا 

 Deeply concerned  اش تشوط  قع  عمل 

 Deploring the fact  اش توط  ع  ا،تلا ها

 Recalling  اش تولس ال  ا شها 

 In emergency فل  ا   الس اضئ

 

The failure of translation students in rendering the highly formal expressions with 

highly formal equivalent ones doesn‟t necessarily affect the content of the text, 

rather it affects the tenor; the level of formality, highly formal, standard, colloquial 

use of terms in the target text, which affects the level of professionalism, and 

precision of the text. 

4. 3Collocation problems 
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 Collocations are defined as the combination of two or more word that often come 

together.Legal collocations can be classified into three main types: are of three 

main categories: purely-technical, semi-technical, and everyday collocations. 

Translation students face problems when they can't differentiate between those 

categories. The difficulty arises from the fact that students need to use the suitable 

type of collocation according to the text to be rendered. Lack of knowledge and 

unawareness of these categories lead to confusion and the misuse of the proper 

equivalent. 

Harvey (2002, p.177) writes that the process of translating legal collocations 

involves "combining the inventiveness of literary translationwith the 

terminological precision of technical translation".Alcaraz and Hughes (2014) 

indicatethat purely-technical collocations are the expressions found in legal 

contracts and don‟t exist out this boundary in the same meaning since these 

collocations carry on a fixed meaning in contracts. Hence, they are essential in 

translating the context. Šarčević (1997, p. 71) stresses that translators should be 

aware of the two types of parallel legal texts: the first one should be "equal in 

meaning" and the second one should be "equal in effect". She continued  that this 

awareness requires the translator to "to produce a text that will lead to same legal 

effects in practice". Shewrites that "basic unit of legal translation is the text, not the 

word". Accordingly, we think that equivalency in translating legal texts is highly 

demanded and should reflect the translated text. As for Semi-technical 

collocations, we can define them as the words and phrases that we borrow from 

everyday use or from other fields to be used in legal contexts. The selection of the 

suitable legal collocation to be used in a text is not easy for the translator since 

he/she is subject to select from a large variety of selections. According to 

(Mohammad et al 2010, Šarčević, 1997),the selection of the equivalent for 

everyday collocations depends on contextual and pragmatic considerations. These 

include the meaning of the original text and other stylistic and contextual 

limitations. 

 

The difficulty, hence, arises from the fact that students need to use the suitable type 

of collocation according to the text to be rendered.Lack of knowledge and 

unawareness of these categories lead to confusion and the misuse of the proper 

equivalent. Thus, if students of translation don‟t have the pragmatic and linguistic 

knowledge and repertoire to be able to provide the equivalent collocation in target 

language text. To illustrate the translation students struggle to translate the 

collocation from English into Arabic, consider the following translations of some 

of them. 

SL TL 
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Heavy losses 

Strict observance 

Important role 

Violate law 

Conscious of its 

responsibility 

Incalculable suffering 

Alien domination 

Drafting a declaration 

Violate law 

 

 ذ ا ط ةعللط 

 الطقا   الشسيس 

 ز ضا هالأا             

 يرل  القا   

 اش توط  لأ ؤ للاتها         

   

 لأوا ا  ةعلط             

 ال لسط  الةطيع         

  ض  لأ  ز  قطاض       

 يرال  القالأ      

 

 
 

 

 Considering the students' translations of the aforementioned 

collocations, it is noted that the students have difficulty in translating these 

collocations into their equivalent in Arabic. Nearly 30 students out of 35 failed to 

render the legal effect of the collocation heavy losses. They rendered it into  ذ ا ط

 These translations gives the meaning of the collocation, but don't carry on the. ةعلط 

legal identical equivalent used in translating legal texts. As for the collocationalien 

domination, 28 students out of 35 rendered it into  ال لسط  الةطيع. Despite the fact 

that students provided the meaning, yet they failed to provide the legal functional 

equivalent which is  الهلمن  ا جنعل. Those students who used the right equivalent for 

the word domination, failed to give the functional equivalent of the word Alien. In 

translating the legal collocation strict observance, 23 studentsrendered it into    الطقا

 These translations provide the meaning, but lack proficiency at .ا لتعا  الشسيسorالشسيس  

the linguisticand pragmatic levels. In translating the collocationdrafting a 

declaration, 30 students rendered it into ض / ططح لأ  ز  قطاض . Although they 

provided the meaning, they failed to provide the equivalent functional 

equivalentةلاغ  لأ  ز  قطاض.As for the collocation incalculable suffering, 23 of the 

student rendered it into  لأوا ا  ةثلط / لأوا      س ز لها/ لأوا ا  عسيس.With regard to the 

translation of the collocation conscious of its responsibility, 20 students out of 35 

translated it as لاتها/ تسضك لأ ؤ للاتهات ها لأ ؤ للاتها/ توط  لأ ؤ ل . Concerning the 

collocation, violate law, almost all students failed to provide the functional and 

identical equivalent of this collocation rendering it into  /   يرال  القا   / يتوسش عل  القا

 Yet, almost all students rendered the collocation play an.يت ا ظالقا   /يتوسش عل  القا   

important role into يلولإ ز ضا هالأا. 

Considering the students' aforementioned translations, one can realize that 

although students successfully translated the everyday life collocations such as 
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important role, yet the majority of them failed to provide the functional as well as 

the pragmatic equivalents of the technical ones. These collocations may carry 

different meanings if they occur outside the context.In this regards, (Harvey, 2002, 

p. 177) claims  that in translating legal collocation,there is a combination between 

the literally translation and the terminological precision of technical translation. 

Table: The Frequencies and Percentages of the Students’ Translations 

According to their Case: Appropriate/Inappropriate 

SL Appropriate 

Trans 

percentages Inappropriate 

Trans 

percentages Total 

Heavy losses  5 14.2% 30 85.8% 35 

Alien 

domination 

7 2% 28 98% 35 

Drafting a 

declaration 

30 85.7% 14.3%   

Strict 

observance 

12 34.2% 23 67.8% 56 

Incalculable 

suffering 

12 34% 23 67.8% 35 

Violate law 0 0% 35 100% 35 

Important 

role 

35 100% 0 0% 35 

Conscious of 

its 

responsibility 

15 42.8% 20 57.2% 56 

 

To appreciate collocations failure, observe the appropriate rendering of the 

aforementioned collocations respectively: 

SL TL 

 

 

Heavy losses 

Alien domination 

Strict observance 

Drafting a declaration 

Incalculable suffering 

 

 ذ ا ط فاز  

 الهلمن  ا جنعل 

 التقلس الصاض 

لأشط ع ةلاغ  

 قطاض

 لأوا ا     صط لها
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Violate law 

Important role 

Conscious of its 

responsibility 
 

 يرتطق القا   

 ز ضا هالأا

 تول لأ ؤ للتها
 

 

4.4 Lexical Difficulties 

 Translators normally come across difficulties in providing the appropriate 

equivalent terms in translating legal text.Wills (1994, p. 38) indicates that "Many 

aspects of translation, in particular in the field of LSP, transcend cultural 

boundaries andare, in some sense, universal. Simplifying somewhat, translation 

can be depicted as a domainof socioculturally determined linguistic behavior with 

both culture-specific and universalcomponents". 

Šarčević(1997, p. 232) argues that legal translation tends to involve more culture- 

specific than universal components compared to other types of translation, such as 

medicine, science or technology..Sager (1998, p.261) sees that such terms “refer to 

discreteconceptual entities, properties, activities or relations which constitute the 

knowledge space of a particular subject field”. 

 

Langacker (2000, p.4) indicates that a lexical item identifies conceptions and 

conceptual systems in a flexible way.Langacker (1988, p. 51) claims that polysemy 

is “a frequently used expression typically displays anetwork of interrelated senses”. 

In the monolingual dictionaries of law we notice that these dictionaries offer the 

definitions of the legal terms in a conceptual network. The translators may use 

these definitions as included in an entry. Among these dictionaries are Oxford 

Essential Dictionary of Legal Words and Longman Dictionary of Law. 

 

(Bergenholtz andNielsen  indicate that brief definitions are suitable for a translator 

who “is in doubt as to themeaning of a particular term or combination of terms and 

wants his opinion confirmed” but not ifthe translator “lacks systematic 

knowledge‟‟.Looking at the bilingual dictionaries, one can see that they don‟t 

provide no enough details on the translation of terms.Thus, translators find it tough 

to select among those provided terms of polysemous terms if they lack the 

differences between the provided equivalents especially if they do not own the 

required ability to recognize the degree of congruity to the SL concept limited 

degree of detail and contains a mere litany of words without any information on 

thedifferences between such equivalents. Language for special purposes 

dictionaries normally provide decontextualized and without collocations and 

examples of use. Furthermore, the lack of the translator's sufficient knowledge to 
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choose the appropriate equivalent of the given terms constitutes another problem 

for the translators. 

In their translation,translation students tend to heavily depend on bilingual 

dictionaries to detect the equivalent meanings of the lexical items existent in the 

legal text. This procedure which students find fundamental to explore the meanings 

of legal terms takes a lot of time from their part. Students might find the equivalent 

and might not according to the dictionary they use whether it is a technical legal 

one or a general dictionary that provides lists of equivalents for one term.In this 

case, students find themselves in a dilemma with suitable equivalent to use. If 

students don‟t have the necessary background knowledge in this technical field to 

select the appropriate equivalent, then they would fail to provide the appropriate 

required term in the field and their use of the dictionary would be useless in 

helping them solve the lexical problem they encounter. To clarify students' 

struggling to find the appropriate lexical terms, consider the following examples 

from students' translation of the legal UN document: 

 

SL TL 

Subject to suppression 

Unequivocal 

condemnation 

Cruelly suppressing 

Powers 

Provisions 

Destiny 
 

 الموطض  للقم 

 ازا   ةالأل 

 تقم   شس 

 ق  

 الق اعس

 قسض    
 

 

Considering the above illustration of students 'translations, we notice that students 

struggle to find the appropriate equivalent terms that suit the technical legal ones in 

the text which is characterized by highly formal use of legal terms. Take as a 

sample the legal term unequivocal which is rendered by most students as  ةالأل / تالأ. 

Almost all students failed to provide the precise legal term  لع  فلها  . Thirty 

students out of 35 didn‟t provide the appropriate use of this term. In translating the 

term powers into Arabic, 25 students selected the term    قto render it. Despite the 

fact that this selection doesn‟t affect the meaning of the text, yet it fails to provide 

the legal effect. Also, 32 students out of 35 failed to select the equivalent legal 

term for the term provisions. They rendered it as ق ا ل / ق اعس. These translations are 

used in legal translation, but they are not the functional ones in the text context 

which demands highly formal legal equivalent as  ا   .In translating the legal term 

destiny, 28 students out of 35 opt to translate it into قسضfailing to find the 

appropriate translation using the equivalent  لأصلطto suit the formal characteristic of 
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the UN legal text. A s for the expression subject to suppression, 25 students out of 

30 translated it as   الموطض  للقمو , while 30 students out of 35 translated the 

expression cruelly suppressing as ا زا   ال الأل. 

The following table demonstrates the frequencies and percentages of students‟ 

translations according to their appropriateness: 

SL Appropria

te Trans 

Percentage

s of 

Appropria

te Trans 

Inappropria

te Trans 

Percentages 

of 

inappropria

te Trans 

Totalin  

Percentag

e 

Unequivoc

al 

 0 0% 35 100% 100% 

Cruelly 

suppressin

g 

6 14.2% 53 85.8% 100% 

Subject to 

suppressio

n 

56 71.4% 10 28.16% 100% 

Destiny 7 20% 28 80% 100% 

Powers 7 20% 28 80% 100% 

Provisions 

 

3 0.85% 32 99.15% 100% 

 

To illustrate the appropriate translation of the above expressions, consider the 

following: 

SL TL 

Subject to suppression 

Unequivocal 

condemnation 

Cruelly suppressing 

Powers 

Provisions 

Destiny 
 

 التل ترض  للقم 

 ازا      لع  فلها

القم  

 ال  شل

الق ش 

 الويم 

 ا   ا 

 لأصلط
 

 

Hence, it appears from this that students struggle to find the appropriate equivalent 

for the legal contextualized terms in the text. Dictionaries that students use to help 

them finding the equivalent meaning might contain long lists of equivalents, yet it 

is the students' responsibility to choose the appropriate precise term that serves the 
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text. Since bilingual dictionaries provide decontextualized equivalents for the 

terms, most students failed to select the appropriate term to contextualize it with 

reference to the nature and topic of the text. This can be attributed to the weak 

background knowledge and insufficient awareness of the translators of legal texts. 

Translating legal texts demand professionalism, precision in selecting the lexical 

terms, as well as sufficient linguistic and pragmatic knowledge in the legal field. If 

these demands are not met, the using the dictionary would be just a matter of time-

waste for the translators. 

5. Conclusion 

Considering the results above and examining the samples of students' translations 

in this paper, we can conclude that EFL translation students face difficulties in 

translating legal texts into Arabic. These difficulties can be categorized into four 

main areas: layout, tenor, collocations, and lexical terms. Despite the fact that 

students were able to provide the meaning of the text, still, the majority of them 

failed to provide the professional, linguistic, precise technical equivalents which 

characterize the legal texts. Furthermore, students lack professionalism in 

translating legal collocations. The matter that lead to poor translation at the tenor 

level since students lack the competency in rendering the highly formal legal terms 

into their formal equivalent in Arabic. Students tended to use literal translation or 

paraphrasing in translating them since they lack familiarity with terminology of 

legal texts. Thisleads to loss of legal effect of the legal text. The researcher 

attributes these findings to the lack of professionalism and training from the part of 

the students, the students' unfamiliarity with the legal collocations in both the 

source and the target language and the lack of training in translating legal texts, 

competency, and the poor mastery of the linguistic system in both languages. Thus, 

the researcher recommends the use of more specialized training courses in legal 

translation to enhance their competency in translating legal texts and to raise their 

familiarity with the technical terms and collocations and to improve their linguistic 

and pragmatic knowledge 
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